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one of the best animated movies of 2017, "coco" is a 3d comedy about a 12-year-old boy who ends up in the land of the dead. miguel is a boy who loves to play music, but his family doesn't. unanimously, it is voiced by a cast of latinos, including anthony gonzalez
(the magicians) and gael garcía bernal (bird karma). the music is classic and catchy, and the mexican-themed animation and visuals are stunning. the film follows the story of miguel, a young boy, who is born into a family of shoemakers. at the age of four, he is

introduced to ernesto de la cruz, a famous singer who used to live in the town. miguel wants to be as successful as de la cruz. when he discovers that his great-great-grandfather left his great-great-grandmother imelda and her daughter coco to become a musician, he
feels it is his duty to be as successful as de la cruz. so he steals de la cruz's guitar from a crypt, then tries to learn how to play it, but he is not good at it. he then gets into a fight with his family, steals some oatmeal and makes his way to the land of the dead where he

meets his great-great-grandfather. he is told that only someone who has a dead ancestor's blessing will be allowed to enter the land of the dead, and to get the blessing, miguel has to make ernesto de la cruz and his other relatives happy. pixar was the company
responsible for the great toy story series. the studio now leads the ranks of animation. the studio has taken the art form of animation to new heights with a new understanding of story telling, and this is what we see in the coco film. the story has been told brilliantly

with its rich characters, and is a rare glimpse of the deep and heartfelt storytelling that has become a trademark of the studio.
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coco marks the directorial debut of academy award winner lee unkrich (ben 10:
seven years) and his co-writer adrian molina (ben 10: seven years), who
previously collaborated on such hits as how to train your dragon, cartoon

adventures: the three musketeers, and ghostbusters. the film also includes music
and writing contributions from grammy award winner and academy award winner

thomas newman (ben 10: seven years, all about eve, the hollywood story, the
private life of philip wycherley, bridge to terabithia) and academy award winner

randy newman (ben 10: seven years, saving private ryan, how to train your
dragon, honor and ollie). along with a team of brilliant artists, the film also

received two golden globe nominations (best motion picture - musical or comedy
and best original score) and three screen actors guild award nominations (best
performance by an ensemble in a motion picture, best performance by an actor
in a motion picture - musical or comedy and best performance by an actor in a
supporting role in a motion picture). coco brings a fresh, bold and playful visual

style to the ghosts-and-giggling world of the land of the dead. the film features a
vibrant visual style that brings together traditional mexican art and crafts,

contemporary art, and animation techniques, with a fresh take on the traditional
holiday of the day of the dead, dia de los muertos. the film is dedicated to the

artists, technicians, craftsmen and those who continue to maintain the rich
culture of mexico. the film features an all-star voice cast of international talent:
mexican actor gael garcía bernal (a field in england, girl intern, the last tango in
la) voices the ambitious, creative, and compassionate hector, a skeleton who has

spent most of his life as a traveling musician; benjamin bratt (the miracle
workers, the reader) is ernesto, an aspiring mexican musician; mexican singer-
songwriter ana ofelia murguía (cidecola, paradise, the invisible grandma) sings
the lullaby she wrote for miguel, coco; mexican actress and singer ana ofelia
murguía is coco; mexican actor and singer iván arana plays the offbeat and

irreverent casimiro, coco and miguels landlord; mexican actor and singer alfonso
arau (moonlight, a walk on the moon) is miguels father; mexican actor and singer
césar évora (moonlight, a walk on the moon) plays miguels grandfather; mexican
actor and singer alanna ubach (moonlight, a walk on the moon) voices the strong-

willed, protective imelda, miguels great-grandmother; mexican actor miguel
robles (moonlight, a walk on the moon) is miguels younger brother; mexican

actress and singer alana ubach is miguels mom. 5ec8ef588b
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